**L5945 LOCK ‘N’ LOAD (USA, 1991)**

**Credits:** director, David A. Prior; writers, David A. Prior, John Cianetti.

**Cast:** Jack Vogel, Renee Cline, Jeffrey Smith, William Hathaway-Clark.

**Summary:** Action/mystery set in contemporary Boulder, Colo. Vietnam vet Paul McMillan (Vogel) has nightmares about murder and zombies. Then he learns that in the last two years four members of his unit in Vietnam have committed robberies and then suicide. With the help of the widow (Cline) of one of the men and a detective (Hathaway-Clark), McMillan investigates. He discovers a war time military plot in which U.S. soldiers were brainwashed to follow orders without question after hearing the trigger term ‘lock ‘n’ load.’ Now, evil businessman Jordan Prescott (Smith) is using the scheme for personal gain.
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